Recruiter Activity Report

any user can save personalized report
superadmin can publish report to everyone

Only show unique names (no dupes)

Keyword Report

all activity by each user is recorded

most current candidate title
includes term consultant
change order of columns in report

if resume downloaded or candidate emailed
resume immediately forwarded to ATS for OFCCP compliance

sort on any column
with single click

Limit date resume posted to last week

can run retention reports to reduce churn...
for example, client Cisco could view employees posting resumes in real-time
place for internal company links
e.g. can email feedback to sourcing team
know a level 4 engineer
is interested in leaving Cisco

Recruiter Feedback Report

automatically constructs the query
based on user entry & supports Boolean

Candidate Search

also knows market value of
employee is 5 star
(need to do anything to retain)

Candidate Search

measures value of
query length

can save any search
to the search menu

measures value of
each term to overall query

recruiters are asked to grade
any resume “outliers”

can determine candidate who worked
at client firm, but not currently there (i.e. alumni)

for example...

feedback used to tune the feeds

Intelligent Resume Indexing & Search (IRiS)

how many 5 stars were generated by each board?
for example, job board analysis
that helps purchasing leverage
job board subscriptions
superadmins have special report
section with confidential information

anything that is a field in system can
be used as a report filter (e.g. resume source)

Candidate Multi-Feed Report
All reports can be downloaded
to Excel for further analysis

Upload Resume
shows when candidate
belongs to more than one feed

could be considered a “must interview”

Karthik belongs to 5 feeds
strongest in cloud and consulting

Staffing
recruit
recruiter
recruiting
talent
sourcing
"candidate generation"
search
AIRS
Boolean
"direct sourcing"
"account management"
client
"hiring manager"
diversity
pipelining
screening
interview
assessment
OFCCP
"applicant tracking"
relationship
CRM
closing
negotiation
software
technical
executive
identify
qualify

Resume Pipeline

Feed Creation

users can click on feed (Staffing/Recruiting)
or view an entire category (Human Resources)

international menu identical to US,
but with non-US candidates only

any recruiter can upload a resume
by pasting into a form (no fields to fill out)

click view resume
from map
client site is white labeled with company logo

Candidate Map

no one knows
vendor-based
(vanity url used)

hover over pin for summary

user can check off multiple resumes and download all at once
to restrict search recall
taxonomy classes are used

once download is clicked, files are zipped
each resume must contain “some” of these clues
more resume contains, higher the grade

feed is automatically updated
as new resumes are processed

management
organizational
project
development
design
planning
analysis
talent
process
diversity
capability
programs
belt
program
assessment
business
finance
test
career
training
strategy
implementation
change
leadership
health
sourcing
data
resources
research
compensation

these are important terms, but have no bearing on search sequence

can limit any feed by title contains
or multiple last employers
(e.g. consultants who work at IBM)

six additional candidates
appear overnight

can restrict overall feed
by choosing major metropolitan area

pins are color-coded based
on number of stars received

Workforce Planning Heat Map

check boxes are
computed using
resume classes

Resume Detail

5 star candidate two deviations better than 3 star

checking masters
drops results to 24
(those w/master’s degree)

each result has both a relevance score and resume weight value

monitors your view count (superadmin = 0)
and total actions on overall site (96K)

stars not based on search relevance
measures deviation from average candidate (3 stars)

shows job board
source for resume

heat maps available to admins
and HR management
used for workforce planning strategies

badges make it easy to
identify diverse candidates

Weekly Newsletter

you cannot copy any part
of the resume

User Console

instead must use a link
so actions can be tracked

every user has a unique ID for tracking

all users see same announcement
is changed each week and
focuses on new site features

is newsletter email bounces back (bad email address)
access is automatically cut to the user

and a unique key for accessing system
key renews every quarter

can assign access levels to each user
for example, does user manage others

multiple ways to communicate
with the client (site) admins

once a month, 2-3 recruiters
are highlighted for their
strong use of site

best of the best candidates
are highlighted in newsletter each week

links go to client intranet where
they publish tutorials on how
to use the system

single site can support
multiple companies or
multiple company divisions

include links to popular resume feeds

terms are highlighted in two colors
yellow=used to sequence resume
green=important terms in resume
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